
Rob and Toby Marathon Watch of Doctor Who:
The 70s Edition

Are you a Doctor Who enthusiast looking for the ultimate marathon experience?
Look no further! Join Rob and Toby as they embark on an epic journey through
the classic Doctor Who episodes from the 70s. Get ready for a nostalgic trip down
memory lane!
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The Doctor Who Phenomenon

Doctor Who has been captivating audiences for over five decades. The iconic
British science fiction series originally aired in 1963 and has since become a
beloved staple of British culture. With its intriguing storylines, unforgettable
characters, and thrilling adventures through time and space, Doctor Who has
amassed a dedicated fanbase worldwide.
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One of the most memorable eras of Doctor Who is undoubtedly the 70s. Known
as the "Golden Age" of the show, this decade introduced us to the charismatic
Fourth Doctor, played by Tom Baker, who remains a fan favorite to this day. With
his long scarf, wide-brimmed hat, and infectious energy, the Fourth Doctor
became an iconic figure among Doctor Who enthusiasts.

Rob and Toby's Journey into the 70s

Rob and Toby, two lifelong friends and avid Doctor Who fans, decided to immerse
themselves in the magic of the 70s era. They embarked on a mission to watch
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every single Doctor Who episode from that decade, experiencing the iconic
moments, thrilling adventures, and unforgettable companions that made this era
so special.

Equipped with an extensive DVD collection, comfy bean bags, and an unlimited
supply of snacks, Rob and Toby turned Rob's living room into their Doctor Who
sanctuary. With a meticulous plan in place, they cleared their schedules, ready to
indulge in countless hours of timeless entertainment.

The marathon began with the of the Fourth Doctor in "Robot," followed by
numerous classic episodes such as "Genesis of the Daleks," "The Brain of
Morbius," and "The Talons of Weng-Chiang." Each episode transported Rob and
Toby to a different world, filled with excitement, mystery, and emotional depth.

The duo would often find themselves engaged in spirited discussions after each
episode, debating the merits of the various companions and the ingenious writing
that kept viewers on the edge of their seats. The shared experience deepened
their friendship, creating memories that would last a lifetime.

Rediscovering the Magic

For Rob and Toby, the marathon watch was not just about nostalgia; it was also
an opportunity to rediscover the magic that made Doctor Who such an enduring
phenomenon.

They marveled at the impressive practical effects, which, despite the limitations of
the time, managed to bring alien worlds and terrifying monsters to life. The
intricate storytelling, often blending science fiction with historical events,
showcased the show's creativity while exploring thought-provoking themes.



Rob and Toby were particularly captivated by the performances of Tom Baker as
the Fourth Doctor. His eccentric mannerisms, witty dialogue, and undeniable
charm breathed life into the character, making him an instant hit. The duo couldn't
help but reminisce about the excitement they felt as children when watching
Baker's Doctor for the first time.

A Whovian Bonding Experience

As news of Rob and Toby's marathon watch spread, fellow Doctor Who
enthusiasts joined in, transforming the experience into a community event.
Friends and family would drop by, sharing their favorite Doctor Who memories
and engaging in lively discussions about the show.

The marathon watch became a marathon of laughter, camaraderie, and shared
joy. Rob and Toby soon realized that their journey into the 70s era of Doctor Who
had become something much bigger than anticipated. It had become a
celebration of a timeless television masterpiece.

The Legacy Lives On

Once the marathon watch came to an end, Rob and Toby felt a mixture of
satisfaction and bittersweetness. They had relished every moment of their Doctor
Who adventure, and yet, they couldn't help but yearn for more.

The marathon watch had reignited their passion for Doctor Who, and they
realized that the legacy of the 70s era lives on through the new series and
continued fan support. Doctor Who has evolved, introducing new Doctors,
companions, and thrilling storylines, captivating both old and new fans alike.

Rob and Toby encouraged fellow Doctor Who enthusiasts to embark on their own
marathon watches, whether it be delving into the 70s era, exploring other classic



series, or immersing themselves in the newer episodes. The magic of Doctor
Who is endless and always ready to be rediscovered.

Rob and Toby's marathon watch of Doctor Who's 70s era was an unforgettable
journey filled with nostalgia, excitement, and a renewed love for the Doctor Who
universe. Their passion for the show rekindled, they naively embarked on their
next adventure - experiencing Doctor Who's subsequent decades. As they left the
70s behind, they couldn't help but be grateful for the memories forged during their
marathon watch.

So, grab your snacks, cozy up on the couch, and embark on your very own
Doctor Who marathon watch. Let the TARDIS whisk you away through time and
space, immersing yourself in the brilliance of one of the greatest science fiction
shows of all time.
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In Running Through Corridors, two Doctor Who lovers of old - Robert Shearman
and Toby Hadoke - embark on an epic quest of friendship: spend the gap year of
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2009 (when Doctor Who consisted of a handful of specials rather than a full
season) re-watching the whole of Who two episodes a day, every day, from the
show's start in 1963 and ending with David Tennant's swan song on New Year's,
2010. This series contains Shearman and Hadoke's diary of that experience - a
grand opus of their wry observations about the show, their desire to see the good
in every story, and their chronicle of the real-life changes to Who in that year.
With this book, Who fans will feel that they're watching along with Shearman
(World Fantasy Award winner, Hugo Award nominee and writer on the new Doctor
Who) and Hadoke (renowned stage performer for his one-man comedy show,
Moths Ate My Doctor Who Scarf) as they make their grand journey through the
world's most wonderful and longest-running drama series. Volume 2 of Running
Through Corridors encompasses the whole of the Jon Pertwee Era (1970-1974)
and the first six seasons starring Tom Baker (1975-1979).
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